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Pick your market and set your own standards
It is understandable that some investors have
preconceived perceptions of the affordable
co-living/HMO sector; ‘Small, cramped rooms
with poor quality furniture in semi derelict
buildings’ sums it up.
Oh I forgot to mention; ‘owned by rogue
landlords who never do repairs and which are
over occupied by low quality, unemployed
tenants.’ Sounds horrendous - who would
want to invest in that sector?

He feigned ignorance when we pointed
out politely that his property contravened
multiple requirements for HMOs.
Perhaps not surprisingly, he couldn’t
understand why we would go to the
expense of totally refurbishing the
property when it was habitable for a
sector of the market in its previous
condition.
We explained that we were investing for
secure, long term income with properties
that would rent quickly to good tenants,
show an attractive net rental yield, and
meet all legal requirements.

The good news is that the sector has moved
on and there are some great HMO properties.
Unfortunately, there are still far too many
sub-standard properties which are being
poorly managed to the detriment of both the
Whilst he agreed that our rooms would be
tenants and the owners.
very popular with tenants, he felt there
One thing is certain, there is good rental was enough demand for his lower quality
demand in this sector from people who are rooms that he did not have to change.
prepared to sacrifice space and private He is probably right and each to his own.
facilities for affordability and convenience.
The upside of doing it properly
The key is the location, quality of the
property and the level of management.
Whilst the yield from an acol property may
be lower than properties such as his, it is
Meeting the neighbours
still attractive and our clients, tenants and
As you might expect, some investors/ ourselves can sleep peacefully at night.
landlords will always stay with formulas that
Importantly, there is a real opportunity
work for them, albeit sometimes with mixed
within the affordable co-living/HMO sector
results.
for everyone to benefit through the
Let me give you an example. On page 3 you provision of quality accommodation.
can see our latest acol property in Rochdale.
A quality refurbishment costs money and
It has large rooms with great communal
some will say we could lower our
facilities and has been fitted out to our
standards and save a few pounds. We
standard acol finish.
disagree. We long ago decided that if we
A neighbour in the street also owns a HMO put our name to a property it had to be of
close by and saw what we were doing and a certain standard.
asked to be shown around. As we walked
We are positioning acol properties to
through the house he told us that in his
produce attractive, long term hassle-free
property he has sub-divided the rooms to
returns for our clients. The reasons are
create small sleeping spaces and in some he
obvious, including that I like a good night’s
has installed bunk beds to maximize the rent.
sleep. Don’t we all?
He doesn’t use professional cleaners/
Tony Davies
contractors and lets and manages the
Managing Director
property himself to save money.
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HOT
OFF
THE
PRESS
The regular update
House price growth declined by 0.4%
in September, according to the
Halifax’s new-look index.
This took the increase in the year-onyear price to 1.1%, down from 1.8% in
August and the lowest since April
2013.
Russell Galley, managing director at
the mortgage lender Halifax, said:
“Annual house price growth slowed
somewhat in September . . . It remains
in keeping with the predominantly flat
trend we’ve seen in recent months.”

Nationwide’s index reported a 0.2%
fall in house prices in September and
growth of 0.2% year on year. The
latest data from the Land Registry and
Office for National Statistics put house
price inflation at 0.7% in July.
A slow market

Will the last person to
leave please turn off the
lights
Tens of thousands of citydwellers are apparently opting for
a new start in the countryside or
in market towns, a recent analysis
has revealed.
Last year there was a net outflow
of residents in 12 of the biggest
15 cities in England and Wales,
with the biggest beneficiaries
being provincial towns that offer
greater affordability and a better
lifestyle.

Scaremongers are
proved wrong
Large investment banks have so far
relocated out of Britain fewer than
1,000 jobs as the country is set to
leave the European Union.
Businesses in the City “still have
significant work to do” before the
scheduled Brexit date, according to
analysis by EY which found that fewer
staff than expected had been moved.
However, about 7,000 jobs could shift
from London to Europe “in the near
future”, the accountancy firm added.
The analysis is has been seized on
by those skeptical of the stark
predictions of an exodus from the
Sq uare Mile af ter the 2016
referendum.
Long-term projections for job losses
in financial services went as high as
75,000 under a worst-case scenario.

The widespread exodus suggests
that a lack of housing affordability
is only one factor of many that
motivates people to leave cities,
because some urban areas with
population declines are actually
among Britain’s most affordable.
Unless industry moves to the
countryside this trend will
not last

Of course, there was no devious
intent when the Brexiteers made
those projections…..

Interest rates deter savers
If you are thinking of leaving your money in an interest bearing bank account in the
hope of seeing a decent return in the foreseeable future, you are likely to end up very
disappointed.
Banks and building societies are said to be so uninterested in attracting savers’ cash
that they are lowering their rates to avoid appearing in the best-buy tables.
Rates for fixed-term savings accounts have dropped in the past few months.
The average one-year bond pays 1.28%, down from 1.31% a month ago and 1.37%
the month before that.
The influx of cash is pushing rates down because banks and buildings societies have a
target for the amount of money they want to take in, so they can marry it with the
amount they are lending. As they near this target they will cut rates to deter people.
There are better places to secure an attractive income stream…...

Our acol properties are attracting a lot of interest and we have shown some
photographs below of another one that we have just completed.
The investment level for a fully refurbished and tenanted acol house is
between £150,000 and £180,000. The expected net rental yield after all costs
is 7% - 8.5% p.a.
We have a limited of properties becoming available so if this is of interest
please contact us at your earliest convenience.
Our acol Sigma LLP private syndicate, which is acquiring two acol properties
will close for subscription this month. The syndicate will run for five years,
with a three year exit option and will enjoy the same return as individual
buyers of an acol property. The minimum investment is £50,000.

acol
affordable co-living
Freehold properties
Totally refurbished
Convenient locations
Attractive rental returns
Fully managed
This appears as a matter of record only.
It is not an invitation to the general public to
invest in a St David private syndicate.

Mere Lane, Rochdale
We have just completed the refurbishment of another acol property.
The house has been extensively refurbished to provide four bedrooms with
a communal kitchen, dining room and bathroom.
The first tenants moved in within a week of being offered for rent at the
advertised rates and the property is on target to produce the expected
return.
A dvd of the property can be found at https://drive.google.com/open?id=1QAyw2tCpqr6kKHevXp4RWzOlrgT66kt4

Don’t buy on emotion….

in the current turmoil

We met a number people on our last trip to Hong Kong who
expressed major concerns about the current turmoil there.
Some have said they are thinking of buying a ’bolt-hole’ in
the UK in case they might want to go back there in the
future and live in it. They doubt they will move there, but at
least they would have somewhere to live if they do.
Our advice to them is pretty straight forward - ‘DON’T’.
We have met lots of people over the last twenty years who
have bought the wrong properties simply because they
suited their needs at that time.
Later on their
requirements change and few, if any, actually end up living
in them. In the meantime, the properties have
produced poor rental and capital growth returns.

The best approach is to buy the right investment property now and if and when you move to the UK to live and you
need the capital then sell it. You can always rent a property when you get there (your rental property will pay for this)
and you can take your time and buy the home of your choice. There is always demand for good quality properties that
produce attractive rental returns so with the right property you will find a buyer.
It is all about taking the emotion out of the situation and treating property as an investment.
The word on the street is that a number of developers are
ramping up their Hong Kong marketing activities in
anticipation of bumper sales in the current turmoil.
They are expecting investors to flock to ‘safe havens’ such
as the UK in search of financial stability, despite the
perceived uncertainty of Brexit.
Investors can expect a flood of spam offering
invitations to exhibitions and presentations as well ‘deals of
the century’ and ‘not be missed’ opportunities.
Of course, there will be some great opportunities on offer
through some good agents, but there will also be some you
should
avoid,
opportunities
and
agents.
The challenge, as always, is to sort the wheat from the
chaff. To ensure success follow the five rights;

Be aware….

They are
coming to
get you

I nvest i n t he ri ght propert y i n t he ri ght l ocat i on
at t he ri ght t ime f or t he ri ght pri ce from t he ri ght devel op er/ advi ser

The
rental
report

Exploitation in the rental market
Generation rent is facing the end of the sitting room, with nine out of ten
house shares in some areas being offered without communal living space
according to a leading newspaper.
Even upmarket properties in exclusive postcodes are being turned into
glorified bedsits as the housing crisis encourages landlords to turn living
rooms into bedrooms.
Slick websites targeting young professionals and students, such as
Spotahome.com, offer rooms as small as five square metres.
An analysis of room rentals on house-sharing sites found that less than a
third were in properties with a separate living room, falling to a tenth in
London.

And finally…..
Did you know?
Blackpool is the most affordable town in the UK for first time buyers, with an average house price of £110,000.
According to the government, 80% of people in the UK want to own their own home.

Our recently appointed bookkeeper is Ms Zin Su Hlaing. Zin was born in Myanmar and has an
MBA and a Msc in Electronic Physics (she is the most qualified person in our team!).
Since arriving in the UK she has worked in various administration and accounting//bookkeeping
roles. Her hobbies include home decorating, traveling and helping her daughter with her
homework.
Zin has a great personality, is very friendly and helpful and has quickly become a valued
member of our team.

HK/BKK
visit

Thought of the month
It was never like this in golden days past,
but time ensures such days never last
Smiles are fading, times are sad,
people remembering the good times they had
Times will get worse and days will get dark
not forgetting the warning in the reaper’s hark
More despair for all, more sadness to come,
no joy to be hold and heartbreak for some
Which way to go, which way is right,
some taking action and some taking flight
Everyone certain of their chosen way,
yet not hearing what others may say
But we have to keep faith in the days ahead,
on the long lonely road down which we are led
Tony d

6th - 16th
November
Our MD, Mr. Tony Davies, will be in HK/BKK between
the 6th and 16th of November. While he is there he
can either:
Play golf, visit his old haunts
and drink cold beer every day
or
Meet clients and readers of this newsletter who are
happy to listen to him for thirty minutes while he
pontificates about how wonderful property investment
can be and why they should invest with St David
Please contact us to arrange a meeting with him, if
only for the sake of his liver.

The articles and comments contained herein reflect the personal views of the
author (our MD). No offence is intended to any party.

This newsletter is not an invitation to the general public to invest
in a St David private syndicate. For further information on our
activities and how you can become a client, please contact us.
info@stdavidgroup.com www.stdavidgroup.com

If you know anyone who
might be interested in
reading this newsletter,
please forward it to them or
forward us their email
address. Your support will be
greatly appreciated.

